
 
This Bell Life  parent and family informational meeting Wednesday 1/11/2017 

➢ The production team (Katy, Levi, Ms. Lambert, and Ms. Schmidt) introduced themselves 
○ Katy and Levi both have backgrounds in acting, and teach and direct at other schools and theatres in                  

Chicago. This is their fifth time partnering together for a Bell show. 
○ Ms. Lambert is Bell’s part-time music teacher with a background in vocal performance, dance, and               

theatre, and this is her third show at Bell. 
○ Ms. Schmidt is a full-time sign language interpreter at Bell and this will be the sixth spring show at Bell                    

that she has produced. 
➢ Ms. Miller made brief remarks 

○ Commitment expectations: all students, whether in cast, crew, or student production, are working as a               
team 

○ She emphasized the shorter rehearsal time frame we are working under (less than two months until our                 
premiere, as opposed to the usual three-to-four months) which only strengthens the need for students to                
be present at and committed to rehearsal 

○ No show would be successful without parent volunteers. We ask that every parent volunteer in some                
capacity, whether through time, resources, expertise, or even providing snacks. Contact Ms. Schmidt             
directly if you have a specific talent you would like to contribute to the production 

➢ Katy, Levi, and Ms. Lambert spoke about show specifics 
○ This production is a musical/performance-based celebration of the last 100 years of Bell School. In our                

play, past and present students of Bell School will come together throughout the decades in a found attic                  
space (reminiscent of the wardrobe in The Chronicles of Narnia or the Room of Requirement in Harry                 
Potter ) and discover memories of Bell and what it means to them. This play is an original production and                   
we’re very excited to create it together with you! 

○ Students will sing, sign, dance, tap, act, play instruments, etc. depending on their personal talents and                
abilities 

○ We treat all cast, crew, and student production as young professionals, and we as a production team                 
expect a certain amount of mutual trust. We have high expectations for the maturity and responsibility                
level of our play participants, and they should expect the same from us. 

○ Many actors will be learning some lines and lyrics in American Sign Language under the direction of Mr.                  
Guzmán! 

➢ Ms. Schmidt discussed “housekeeping” items and logistical info 
○ Make sure you have subscribed to receive e-mail updates via our website at             

bellspringshow.wordpress.com. This is the only source of information about schedules, order forms, etc.             
and nothing will be sent home on paper (in an effort to be more “green”). 

○ Schedules are posted on the website, inside and outside the music room, outside the interpreter office                
(313A), and inside the auditorium near the piano 

○ Parents will often see a rehearsal day listed as “TBD.” The script is being written and music is being                   
adapted in real-time as we go forward with the rehearsal process, and the directors often don’t know                 
definitively who needs to be called until the week before. We will do our best to update the schedules as                    
soon as possible, but if you have an anticipated schedule conflict, please contact Ms. Schmidt. 

○ Remember that you are a student first, and a play participant second. Acting or working on a crew is a                    
privilege, and good behavior and grades must be kept up at all times to ensure continued participation in                  
the show. If a student or family feels that they are struggling to keep up with both their schoolwork and                    
the production, please see Ms. Schmidt.  

○ Students should NOT use their phones during rehearsal outside of a designated break period. Parents are                
asked to cooperate with this rule as well! 

○ Any questions throughout the rehearsal process can be directed to Ms. Schmidt via the website or her                 
e-mail at krschmidt@cps.edu. 


